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Abstract

A review of the linguistic researc* h on children's acquisition of nore/less,

same/different, and some dimensional adjectives illustrates that Children's

meanings for words differ from adult meanings. The purpose of this review is

io emphasize. the need for mathematics education research that focuses on

linguistic variables as well as on cognitive ones.
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The purpose of this paper is to acquaint mathematics educators with some of

the linguistics research on children's acquisition of relational and dimensional

adjectives. This review of literature is intended to emphasize the necessity of

attending to children's meanings for words when investigating children's mathe-

matical concepts. This review will show that the results of investigating young

children's meanings of terms such as more/less, same/different, biz/little and

long /short illustrate that children do not have adult meanings for words. This

means that the usual assumption made when two adults are speaking cannot be made

when one of the parties is y oung child. This assumption is that both speaker
.--

---and-/isteuer have approximately the same meanings for-the words being used. These

studies also show that it sometimes takes years before children's first,7anings

for words develop into complete adult meanings. In the intervening time the

childslan's meanings for words change; sometimes in the direction of the adult

meaning, but at other times there appears to be a loss of parts of the meaning of

a word that had previously been acquired.

Relational and dimensional adjectives were chosen to demonstrate devopment

of word meaning in young children since they are consistently used in most Piagetian

conservation Studies. Decisions as to children's cognitive level seem to be based

on the assumpt,a, that children have the same meaning for the terms more same,

longer, etc. as do the adult investigators. The validity of decisions as to chil-

dren's cognitive development must be questioned when the children's meanings of

the relevant relational and dimensional terms, as well as other key terms are not

also investigated. Failure on conservation tasks may indicate that children can't

conserve, lack lexical knowledge, or both.

tu, . 4
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Consider thefoll.,ing child's responses to the standard conservation of

length task where two identical sticks of equal length are compared and-then one

is moved forward:

Examinee(E): (Shows Ruf (4;6) two sticks the same length with their

extremities facing each ether.) "Are they the same length or is

one longer than the other?"

Ruf: "They're the 'same length."

E: .(Moves one stick forward 1 or 2 cm.) "Are they the same length

or is one longer than the other?"

.Ruf: "It's bigger because you pushed it. The stick isilonger" (Piaget,

Infielder, & Szeminska, 1964, p. 95).

What are Ruf's meanings of the words length, bigger, and longer in this

exchange? There is no way to tell from the information giver.. Can it be assumed

that Ruf has the full adult meaning of these terms? VI= are other possibilities?

Ruf might be associating the terms length, bigger, and longer only with some

notion -of AzeT-or he might be using bigger and longer, as sytonyms. Another possi-

bility i- hat Ruf could be using bigger and longer as synonyms for bpi and,lons.

The pos ilities can be supported by research results to be presented in this

paper.. The oint is that it is difficult to determine the child's meanings of

these terms from these few statements. This discussion is intended to raise soze

questions in order to emphasize the need to investigate children's meanings of

terms when investigating their conceptual development or the development of their

mathematical concepts.

Once mathematics educators decide to investigate word meaning, an important

consideration is designing research protocols that will be as free of task yeti.-

ables as possible. Some of the studies reviewed in this paper have been

ul. 5
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criticized because of.certain aspects of their design. The investigation of chil-

dren's acquisition of word meaning is a new field with much of the research having

taken place in the last ten years. Hence researdfiers in this area are in the

process of developing effective research strategies. In order t aid mathematics

educators who wish to begin to do research in this area quest s as to research

designraised by later investigators and myself will be include in this paper.

The following review of the literature will be organized by the terms being

investigated: more/less, same/different, and thg dimensional adjectives. Each

of these sections will have two subdivisions: a) a discussion of the meanings of

the terms and other linguistic characteristics that have been explored as being
co

relevant to children's acquisition of these terms and b) the results of some of

the researcbon children's meanings of these terms.

More/Less

Meanings of More/Less

Re earchers who have investigated children's meanings of more and less have

att ed to describe the adult meanings of these terms. They have also identi-

fied what appear to be some linguistic characteristics of these terms that might

be related to their order of acquisition.

More is the comparative form of the adjectives much and many. Much refers to

amount and many to number. Less is the comparative form of the adjective little.

Little can mean small in amount or number. Hance more and less can be used in

comparisons of both discrete units and continuous quantities.

More and less denote quantitative relations in the sense of "greater than"

and "less than". As relations more and less are both irreflexive, assymetrical,

and transitive. Benin (1975) states that these relatiOnal properties are more

like the properties of first and second than those of one and two. Hence he
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classifies them as
.1

ordinal number-words rather than as cardinal number-words

even though they apply to both series and classes.

Oppositeness of meaning is an important semantic relation between terms.

Lyons (1968)*describes three types,of oppositeness: complementarity, antonymy,

and converseness. He states that two terms are complementaries if "the denial

of the one implies the assertion of the other and the assertion of the one

implies the denial of the other: x z...)y and x=DAvy" (p. 461). Two terms are

antonyms when only the second of these implications holds. More and less are

antonyms since: A is more than B implies the denial of A is less than B; but

the denial of A is more than B does not imply that A is less than B, for

A equals B, is another possibility.

In pairs of antonyms one term is usually considered to be semantically

"marked" in terms of the other term in the pair. The "unmarked" term is the

one that can be used in both a nominal and a contrastive sense. For the pair
ON*

much/little, much is unmarked and little is marked. In the question "How much

money do you have?" much has * nominal (neutral) meaning-referring to amount

in general. The question does not imply that you have a great deal of money,

but simply asks for the amount. Whereas the question "How little money do you

have?" is contrastive, the implication is that you have little money (H. Clark,

1970).

Markedness is often related to another linguistic characteristic, polarity.

Lyons (1968) discusses this relationship for certain antonyms:

7
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The fact that the distinction between antonyms is neutralized

certain syntactic positions contributes, no doubt, to our feeling

that one antonym has a 'positive', and the other a 'negative.-

polarity. We tend to say that small things 'lack size' rather than

large things 'lack smallness'. And, in general, the 'unmarked'

antonym is used for what is felt as 'more than', rather than 'less

,than% the norm (p. 467) .1

Markedness and polarity play a very important role in the research to be

presented. E. Clark (1973a, 197313, 1975, I977b) has predicted that children

will first acquire the meaning of the positive, unmarked term in a pair of

antonyis because it is linguistically Tess complex. She fdrther ptedicts that

when Children first begin to use the marked, negative term they treat it as a

synonym of the unmarked.term. Some of the studies reported in this paper form

part of the basis for this theory; and others were undertaken to prove or

disprove Clark's hypothesis.

One theory of linguistic meaning is based on the notion that each word is

a collection of basic_elements of meaning called "semantic markers" or "semantic

features" (See Katz & Fodor, 1964). In this thiOry antonyms share all semantic

features except for the contrasting value of polarity. In order to differen-,

tiate between antonyms the child -needs to attend to this one difference.

More differs from lees in another way in that it is ambiguous. It can

have an "addition" sense as well as a comparative" sense. One can say "Give

.me some more but not "Give me some less".

Donaldson and Wales (1970) and Harasym, Boersma, and Maguire (1971) claim

that making a judgment of more or less requires two levels of judgment. The

8
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first requires that a judgment of difference be made, which is a qualitative

' 1 comparison: "Are they the same or different?" The second judgment, a quanti

tative comparison, is made only if differences are seen. This second judgment

is a decision as to the relative magnitude or direction of the difference.

The adjectives more/less are used in many diverse situations. Identifying

these situations has been important in order to design research Oitks that will

help to uncover Children's meanings of these terms. Dontldson and Balfour

(1968) offered the following analysis:
.

1. More/less may apply to discrete units or to continuous quantities.

2. More/less maybe used to compare one entity across time, two entities

at a given point in time, or two entities across time.

3. When competing two entities across time various types of changes may

or may not take place. When change occurs either one or both of the entities

may change. If both change, both may increase or decrease, or one may increase

and the other may decrease. In the latter case the changes may be related or.

independent. They are related if a transfer is made from one entity to the

other. The results of a change may or may not require a change in the initial

judgment. The directions of the change may or may not be in accord with the

final state of the two entities relative to one another.

4. When change occurs the person making the comparative judgment may or

may not make the change himself.

Other possibilities for change involve changes in irrelevant variables

coupled with changes in quantity or occurring without them.

9
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reported in the neat section investigate children's meanings of more/less in

only one of these situations andlsome across many diverse situations.

. 'Research on Children's !leanings of More/Less

Ap
Many of the first studies of children's meanings of more/less were conducted

in the context of investigating Piagetian, conservation of number tasks. As a

result it is somewhat difficult to interpret the results in terms of children's

meanings of more and less. For example, Metier and Bever (1967) first had

Children agree that two rows of four clay pellets had the same 'lumber. They

then added two clay pellets to one of the rows;of four and at the same time

made that row shorter than the other tow of four. ,Two -year -olds did bast on

this task with scores decreasing for each age group reaching a minimum in older

3-year-olds, with the 4-year-olds then showing an increase in performance.

They conclude from these results "that the inability to conserve quantity

is a temporary phase in the developing. child" (p. 158). They also imply that

the children that selected the row of six clay pellets understood the relational

'sense of more. Beilin (1968) disagrees that children as young as 2 to 4 years

of age understand the relational sense of more. Beilir claims that the children

were choosing the correct set because they saw more pellets added to the set.

It is generally accepted that the "addition" sense of more is 'earned 7.,rior to

the "comparative" sense. Weiner (1974) reports Bloom's (1970, 1973) discovery

that young c 'Wren (12-23 months), first used more when an object (or evert)

reoccurred after it had disappeared (or ceased) and to indicate another instance

of an object that was already in the child's presence. These seem to be related

to the adult meaning omore in its "addition" sense.

10
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In order to support his criticism of )lehler and.Bever's (1967) intirmre-

;

*-tation of their results Beilin (1968) _designed a study to test 3- and 4-year

olds' ability to deal with more (a) in the additive sense of more of, (b) in

the relational sense of more than in A static situation, and (c) in *e sort

than sense when there was a transformation. The additivAty conceptemormat$

the only one that showed a positive age trend where the tomrect responses Vora

greater than chance. Beilin's resu)4s were contrary to those of Mohler and
.

,Bever (19671, but Beilin did not include 2 -year -olds .in his Studr. In. tetanus*

to Beilin's criticism Bever, Miler, and Epstein (1968) replicated the Mlehler A

and 'Bever (1967) study' making a crucial change. "this time they did nottallsit.

the children to observe them idyl the pellets and rearrange the rowlwEithamee.

Their results were similar to those of the original study. The ode concern

of these three studies was ascertaining if very young children could consorts
4

number. Because the term more wv.used in the questions asked, the researchers

made claims as to children's understanding of more in a relatiopst sense. Vet./

so many variables were involved, it is very difficultto ascertain if the
.

children were responding to the term more or if they had perceptual preferences

for one type of arrangement over the other.

Donaldson and Balfour (1968) conducted the first study, that MM.' directed

solely toward discovering children's meaning of more and less in owmprehensimm

tasks. Fifteen children aged 3;5 to 4';1-were presented with eishe'differest

stimulus situations for each tern. Used in all situations were two Cardboard

apple trees, each having six hdoks and twelve cardboard apples which. could be

hung on the trees. Static and changing situations were used. Soaetimes the

11 ,
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children were asked to judge achange and sometimes they were asked to make a

Change. The most consistent findings was that children were not differen-
t

tiating less from more. Directions and qvestions containing the term less

were responded to in a way that would be correct for more. Only one child

cOnststently. answered less questions with success. Overall there was incon-

sistency in children's responses to both more and less questions across tasks.

As the tasks became more difficult children became confused. Donaldson and ,

Wales (1970), in discussing the same study, report that in the active tasks

children almost always added apples to the tree whether the directions of

. "make it so that there are more (less) apples on this tree than on this one"

(p. 246), contained more or less.

A second study was conducted six months later by Donaldson and Balfour

with 14 of the same` children to discover if the Children's meaning of less had

changed. In.this study only one apple tree was used and children were directed:

,

"Make it so that there are less apples on the tree". When children were

presented with 4 (3) apples on the tree and 2 (3) apples lying on the table,

seven children consistently added mare apples to the tree. The one child who
0

was successful with less in the first study was the most successful on this

task. The other six children subtracted apples on at least one of the four

trials, but in Acme cases then put them back on the tree.. Three of these

Children expressed doubt that they were performing correctly.' Although they

were still largely incorrect they indicated perplexity at their responses

.which was notably absent in the firWstudy. This would seem to indicate that

:".

$

they were beginning to differentiate between more and less.

go
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Donaldson and Wales (1970) report that records were made of these 14

children's spbntaneous speech for 11 months at the nursery school that they

---------AffiEdedt- in that time only six utteranods contained the word more and none
.

41,

f.

contained the word less. Only two of the uses of more were of a "comparative"

sense and these were both produced by the only child who consistently compre-

hended less in the two studies. The other four utterances contained more used

in an "addition" sense.

Palermo (1973) replicated Donaldsod and Balfour's 968) study with two

groups of 16 children with mean ages of 3;9 and 4;5 years. ,Besides using the

apple tree tasks for discrete units, he also used glasses of water for testing

more/less with a continuous substance. 'All but two of the children were sue-
.

cessful on the more tasks. Ten children were successful on the less tasks.

The other 22 children consistently behaved as if less meant the same as more,

replica;ing Donaldson and Balfour's (1968) findings: Overall there were no

differences on discrete and continuous tasks. The older children were more

successful than the younger children, especially in response to the less

quettions. Performance of individual children varied little with the particular

situation; Donaldson and Balfour (1968) report a great deal of inconsistency

between tasks. A possible explanation for this difference is that Palermo

(1973) used t/o trials for each situation, whereas Donaldson and Balfour (1968)

varied the number of trials usually stopping when the child refused to continue

the task.

Palermo (1973) also conducted a second similar study with school -aged

\children (kindergarten - second grade). All children responded correctly to

the more questions. On the less tasks children fell into three groups:

A

13
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(a) those who did tot know what less meant, (b) those who knew what less meant,

and (c) those who were in transition. These children were also administered

an abbreviated semantic differential. They were asked to rate the words more

and less on a five point scale for the dimensions: low/high, long/short,

wide/narrow, big/small, thin/fat, and up/down. The mean scale values for the

three groups according to their knowledge of less provide support for the

children's failure to differentiate more and less. The group who knew the

meaning of less showed a definite expected differentiation between more and

leis on the semantic differential. But the semantic differential values for

more and less, or the group whordid not knot,: less are very similar, and both

resemble the expected profile for more. This result is in direct conflict

with an earlier result obtained by Harasym, Boersma, and Maguire (1971). when

they administered this same semantic differential. They assigned 60 first-,

second-, and third-graders to three groups based on their performance on six

conservation tasks: nonconservers, intuitive conservers, and logical conservers.

The.profiles of the mean scale values for the logical conservers were opposite

. each other and AS expected; but the nonconservers did not distinguish more

from less. The nonconservers' profiles for more and less both resembled the

expected profile for less. This is directly contrary to what would be expected

considering the results of Donaldson and Balfour (1968) and Palermo (1973).

Other data conflict with the theory that children's first meaning for

less is as a synonym for more. Weiner (1974) investigated if there was a

relationship between children -'s acqUisition of the "occurrence" sense (addi-
i

tion sense) and the "quantity" sense (comparative sense) of more and related

meanings of less. A major result was that children's performance in the

. 6
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transformationAlritionsdid not differ significantly from their perftorPance

on the static condition for both more and 3ess. For these children adding and

subtracting objects to one of the sets being compared did not lead to the better

?erformance expected. The second major result'was that children's comprehension

of gore developed earlier than their comprehension of less. This is consistent

with most previous studies reported. There was an age difference on children's

comprehension of both more and less. Even though most subjects did not compre-

hend less, the majority did not behave as if they thought it meant more. Eleven

of the 86 children did respond in this pattern. Weiner attributes this to a

top-linguistic preference for longer rows. She reports that these children

temded to point to the longer row even before a iuestion was asked.

I bi.
Oeiner (1974) further tesced 24 of the children on their ability to make

static quantitative comparisons when the terns more and less were not used.

Children were presented with two unequal rows of toys and told to chose one

for themselves and one for the experimenter. It was assumed that they would

cant to keep the row with more and give away the one with less. Children rere

more successful at this task than they were overall on the tasks using-more

and less questions.

Thus it is possible that Ss could have succeeded merely by deciding

which row had the greater quantity and giving E the other row without

ever making the converse judgment. Indeed, the development of the

linguistic ability to understand "quantity" more and the relative

difficulty of less could be considered a direct result of the cogni-

tive, nonlinguistic factors enabling the development of simple quanti-

tative, relational judgments (Weiner, 1974, p. 286).

15
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The results of an earlier study by Griffiths, Shantz, and Sigel(1967)

adds to the confusion surrounding children's difficulties with less. They

studied children's (aged 49 to 62 months) ability to produce and to comprehend

the terms more and less using tasks involving number and weight. These children

did not experience the difficulty with less reported by other researchers. More

was significantly easier for weight than'for number (92Z correct responses vs.

72%). When-looking at individual responses across tasks 80% of the children

were correct on both weight and number tasks.

Palermo (1974) designed a study to investigate if the type of comparison

made was a reason for the conflicting results of children using less as if it

meant more reported by Donaldson and Balfour (1968) and Palermo (1973) but not

by Griffith et al. (1967) and Weiner (1974). Palermo (1974) tested 32 3- and

4-year-olds' knowledge of less using five different types of tasks similar to

those used in these four studies: apple trees, water glasses, weights, linear

arrays, and M & M's in cups. Four-year-olds performed better overall than did

the 3-year-olds, but there were no significant differences between Laski.

Similar to findings by other researchers, children fell into two clear groups:

those who knew less and those who did not know less. Only three thildren'were

it transition. Palermo again claimed that children unhesitatingly responded

to less as if It was a synonym foi more. But as in the previous studies that

have made this claim, the children were told to choose between only two situa-

tions. So a child either made the correct choice 07 was forced to choose the

Dore response. The task did not really permit any other pattern of response.
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This fact motivated Wannemacher and Ryan (1978) to design a study- to

discover if 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds simply do not understand less or are using

it as a synonym for more. One comprehension task consisted of asking the child

to select the one with more, less, not more, or not less than an indicated

standard. The stimuli was a vertical array of three to six columns of beads

on rods attached to a wooden base. All more and less distinctions were easy

for each age group. No differences were found due to number of response alter-

natives; and to whether or not the rods were removed after they were chosen.

The negative questions were more difficult, with only the not more questions

differirig significantly from chance for the 4- and 5-year-olds. This'adds to

the evidence that the meaning of more is acquired before, that of less. Less

was easier for children in this study than in many of the other research studies,

and children did not respond to less as if it meant more. This difference in

results may be related to the fact that this study differed from previous

studies in that (a) children were given an explicirstandard, and (b) more and

less were always tested on the same trial. Donaldson and Balfour (1968) tested

more and less on separate days, Palermo (1973) tested more and less in separate

trial blocks, and Palermo (1974) tested only less. Other studies that report.

-young children having a good understanding of less also tested more and less

on the same trial (Benin, 1965; Griffiths et al., 1967). Another facilitator

,seems to be the linear arrangement of the array.

Holland and Palermo (1975) lend support to the fact that using more and

less together seems to facilitate children's comprehension of less. Sixt -two

'5-year -olds who did not know the meaning of less were assigned to a control or

to an experimental group. Children were also pre-tested on a variety of

17
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conservation tasks. In the training session the children in the experimental

group were repeatedly asked to make more and less distinctions foi the same

pair of stimuli. All but three of these children succeeded in learning the

meaning of less, whereas only two children in the control group improved their

performance qn the less post-test.

The surprising outcome of the training session was the speed and

ease with which children learned the appropriate reference for

"less": most were respond-trig correctly and unhesitatingly to "less"

questions by the end of the first part of training and were then

able to answer questions and solve problems of more difficult tasks

without further training (p. 441).

Even though children learned the meaning of less, they did not improve

performance on the conservation tasks. Based on this lack of improvement on

the conservation tasks Holland and Palermo conclude that "the ability to

dinstinguish 'less' from 'more' is not linked in any sufficient or necessary

way to conservation abilities" (p. 443). One problem with this conclusion is

that t

hlk

post-test was administered between one and five days after the training

session. It seems,that a retention test administered at least one month later

would be a better indicator that the change in seining was internalized and

permanent. Also many various types of tasks would need to be administered

in order to conclude that children had an adult meaning of less.

Children's responses to the various types of tasks administered by

1annemacher and Ryan (1978) revealed that children respond differently in

I

contexts when the re4ponse alternatives are provided (restricted contexts) than

in contexts when possible answers are not given (unrestricted contexts). In
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the restrifted,contexts all 3- and 4-year-olds selected a response vith appal:me

conviction, but in the unrestricted contexts they either responded correctly.or

answered's! don't know" or made no response., If only restricted tasks had been

used in this study, the researchers would have concluded that the 4-year-olds

comprehended the meaning of less as well as did the 5-year-olds. But their

responses on the unrestricted tasks made it clear that they were at some inter-

mediate level of competence between knowing the meaning of less in all contexts

or in none. Wannemacher and Ryan state that the ultimate conclusion of their

study is:

the way young children interpret a word in a given situation reflects

not only their linguistic knowledge, but also the operation of

A
response biases, or nonlinguistic strategies elicited by particular

task contexts and experimental procedures (p. 667).

This conclusion seems to apply to all of the studies discussed in this section

and is extremely importane.in applying the research results and conclusions to

new and novel situations.

Further evidence of this was reported by Donaldson and McGarrigle (1974).

In investigating children's meaning of more and all they point out that children.

shift the basis for their judgments when confronted with different tasks. When

4-year-olds were shown two rows of cars, one with four cars and one with five

cars, 34 out of 40 children chose the larger set when asked which ro had more.

When two garage structures, one with space for six cars and one with space for

four cars, were positioned over the rows of five and four cars respectively,

X13 children changed their response to more by choosing the set of four because

iy
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it was full. An example of the children's reasoning was expressed by one child

who said: "There's more on that shelf (pointing to the smaller subset) because

there's enough to go in there" (p. 189). In none of the other studies reported

was fullness investigated as a variable that might influence children's ability

to use more correctly.

In conclusion, young children learn the meaning of more prior to learning

zr.)

the meaning of less. in a forced choice situation it might appear that children

are using less as if it means more. This might reflect their meaning of less

or the'restricted nature of the task. Responding tc less as if it meant more

-is-not a general pattern for all children across all tasks. Many of the

researchers have tried to explain why more is so much easier for children.

There seems to be some evidence that children have a perceptual preference for

the set with more. There also seem to be some expected task-related 'oehaviors

on the partof the child that may be stronger than the linguistic directions.

When a young child sees a tree with hooks and is shown some apples -on the tree

and some apples off the tree, it could be that it is more reasonable or him in

terms of past experiences to add apples to the tree than to take thew off,

regardless of the directions. Eve Clark's (1973a) results in a series.of

studies of children's meanings of in, on, and under support the hypothesis

that children first rely on nonlinguistic strategies in their acquisition of

these terms. When given the directions "Put x in (on, under) the y," children

always place x in y if it was possible, regardless of the direction, otherwise

they placed x on y if it had a supporting surface. This makes it appear that

Ichildren first acquire the meaning of.. in because by using-this nonlitguistic

2 i)
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strategy they always perform correctly. In applying this observation'to the

research-on more and less, Eve pirk (1973a) interprets the results to mean

that at first children have an incomplete meaning for both more and less. They

probably know that they both refer to amount; and they also have a nonlinguistic

strategy of usually choosing the greater of two amounts. This would account

for the children appearing to know the meaning of more and in seeming to treat

less as a synonym for more. Some of Donaldson and Wales' (1970) reports of

individual children's responses to some tasks lend support to the hypothesis

that some children are using more and less to mean simply amount. Some chil-

dren's replies to the question "Does one tree have more apples on it than the

other?" were: "Both of them,',,that one does an' that one, both the trees, they

two ones, and each tree" (p. 248).,

Same/Different

Meanings of Same/Different

Same and different are adjectives that express relations. As a relation,

sane is characterized as being symmetrical, reflexive, and transitive, Different

is symmetrical, irreflexive, and intransitive. Same and different as opposites
.

do not resemble each other as relations as-closely as do moire and less which

have the same relational properties.

There are various meanings of same and different. Webb, Oliveri, and

O'Keeffe (1976) state:

Same 4kdifferent ... do not refer to any particular physical dimen-

sion but to an appiiirlifinite number of possible similarity rela-

tions generated\by, the speaker according to the physical or linguistic

context (p. 984).
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Thi akes it impossible to specify all variations of meanings of same and

ediff5nt.

Same can mean both identity and similarity. In the sense of identity,

same implies the identity of the self-same object. -(See Donaldson and Wales

1970, for a discussion of philosophical questions inherent in this meaning.)
. _

In terms of similarity, two or more entities can be consieered the same when:

(a) they are alike in all observable attributes, i.e., "look alike"; (b) they

are alike in at least one observable attribute but different with respect to

at least one other observable attribute; and (c) they are alike in some

respect(s) not directly observable. Donaldson and Wales (1970) further state:

That the use of same does not always hold as a strong same relation

in the language is pointed out by the faces that we have expressions

like exactly the same, just as ... as, and the like (p. 256).

The meaning of different emphasized in some of the studies reviewed

(Campbell and Wales, 1970; Webb et al., 1976; Wales, Garman & Griffiths, 1976)

is that two or more entities are different when they are not alike in at least

one way (they have at least one different observable attribute). In terms of

this meaning of different and the "similarity" sense of same, tial objects can

be simultaneously .the same in at least one way and different in.at.laast one

other way. This meaning for different also implies that the ter= different

is appropriate when two or more entities share no observable attributes. In

discussing children's choices on different tasks, some researchers seem to be

of the opinion that4his meaning of different is the "best" one. But of course,

there is no linguistic theory which holdi that one meaning is better than

22
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another. The use of same and different is totally. dependent on the context of

the situation and the distinctions that one is trying to make. One Froble= in

interpreting whether children's choices are correct or incorrect is the arti-

fkcial nature of the research tasks and their lack of adequate context.

Different can also mean a denial of identity, hence in this, sense any two

objects can be considered to be different. Some researchers, though they

acknowledge that this is a possible waning of different, classify identical

choices to the target as being incorrect. Yet Donaldson and Wales (1970)

state:

In everyday speech, sentences such as Give me a different one can--

, and Commonly do--mean Give me another one that is of the same kind.

In oilier words, the emphasis here is on difference in identity com-
-

bined with some sort of similarity--and in this case he phrase

a different one is very close in meaning to the rase another one

(p. 250).

Same and different are definitely considered to be opposites. 12 terms

of Lyons' -(1968) three categories of opposites they best fit the category of

complementaries (See page 5 in this paper). In order to shoe this, it must be

kept in mind that these relations are always to be judged in respect to one or

more specified attributes, then the following appears to be true: the denial of

A is the same as B implies that A is different from B; and A is different from B

implies the denial of A is the same as B.

Same and different are not polar adjectives as are more/less, NA/little,

22m /short, and the other adjectives to be discussed in this paper.

23
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Wheq two objects are the same in terms of one or more attributes' then

the other adjectives do not come into a description of the comparison. But

if the objects are different then the direction of the difference can be

expressed with terms such as more/less/ Ili/little, long/short, etc.

Research on Children's Meanings of Same/Different

i

The results of a much quoted study on children's comprehension of same

and different by Donaldson and Wales (1970) have been interpreted by some

psycholinguists as indicating that young children respond to different as

though it meant same (e.g., E. Clark, 1973b, 1977a; Wannemacher and Ryan, 1978).'

In actuality the results of this study Can be interpreted in Morays: (a)

children comprehended different in the sense of a denial of identity, or (b)

same and different were treated as if they were synonyms (Donaldson and Wales,

1970). It seems that because the second alternative is similar to the inter-

pretation of research on children's acquisition of More/less and of some dimen-

sional adjective pairs this has been-the one adhered.to by some psycholinguists.

But interpreting children's responses in different comprehension tasks by

claiming that children are acting as if different meant same is an oversimpli-

fication of a very complex linguistic situation. In Donaldson and Wales' (1970)

study 31/47-year-olds had no problems selecting an item from an array of 11 objects

that "was the same in some way". When the children were instructed to "Give

me one that is different in some way," most selected an ite= that was identical

to the standard when such an object was present in the array or they selected

an item that was similar to the standard in some way when no identical object

was present. Because children avoided selecting objects that were different

with respect to all observable attributes, the researchers state that the'

2 4
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children made no distinction between the directions "same in some way" and

"different in some way". This is a very superficial view of the matter. As

seen in the previous section of this raper, different has many diverse meanings.

Oue meaning of different allows that "any two objects whatever are 'different

insome way" (p. 243). Donaldson and Wales (1970) actually acknowledge this

in a footnote. Furthermore they even admit that as a consequence, all responses
IR

. to the different tasks are correct choices. But they do not seem to want to

accept the possibility that the children's meaning for different is in

the sense of a denial of identity. Furthermore, their scheme for classifying

. responses has a category for choices that are different in at least one way.

It seems from the discussion that even though "denial of identity" and "at

least one observable different attribute" are correct adult meanings'of

different, they want the children to selec bjects that are different from
ismi

the standard in all observable attributes,

Children's spontaneous use of the term different shows that children do

use it in the sense of a denial of identity. The children's spontaneous :se

of the terms same and different were recorded for an eleven month period.

Eighteen utterances including same were recorded, two of these also included

different. Different was only recorded five times. In three of the utterances,

different was used in the sense of a distinct one the same kind: I've been

to a different one, not the same as that. (Child is discussing a picture,of a

beach), a different seaside, andI'm going to mend the car, because it's a

different car (Donaldson and Wales, 1970), A fourth utterance is ambiguous

;but it's possible that it could also have this meaning of denial of identity:

25
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The 're all the same but thr're diffdr fit, (the child is speaking about some

' b ks). This spontaneous use of different seems to hi strong'evidence that

Children do differentiate same from different.

Donaldson and Vales (1970) bring outa very important point when discussing

the greater frequency of the use of the term same. Perhaps when children notice

a difference between two entities they use terms that describe thesPecific

difference; e.g., g, km go more, aptiold. In the disdyssion of the meanings

of morefless the point was madhat in order for children to covettly use and

comprehend these terms they must first make an observation that the amounts or

quantities are different.

In discussing Donaldson and Wales' (1970) results, S. Clark (1970) suggests

that changes in the testing prodedure would help clarify some of the results.

The standard object used in the tasks could be replaced in the array prioi tq

the Cbild'asking a choice. Then it would be possible for the child to select

thestandard itself if his meaning for same was in the sense of "identity". In

the different tasks the child could then select an object that looked identical

to the standard but was not the standard itself.
, .

Webb et al. (1976) used Donaldson and Vales procedures in a Mies of studies.

In the first study 2- and 3-year-olds' comprehension of same, like, not like, and

. .

different were tested. Children responded in the same way to the terms same and

like and to the terms not like and different. The objects used were identical

to the standard or completely different from the standard. Twenty-three chil-

dren were successful on most tasks; 21 children responded by choosing objects

that looked identical to the standard in response to all terms. Four children

who made no response to different indicated upon questioning that a correct

response to different when shAwn a blue comb would be a pink comb or something

similar.

26
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L

Webb et al.'S(1976) second study conducted with 3-year-olds tested oily

; .

their comprehension of different. 'Twenty of-the29 children always selected the
. .

:

.
. . ..

most Similar object in the array; the other nine were correct but only twd chil-
I.

. 4, 4
dren consistently chose,a totally different object. Based on their results,Webb

...
; ,...

. .

. et al. (1976) suggest that childreirgo through the following sequence of stages
)

in, their development of their meaning of different:

' {1) . "different" is, synonymous with "same"; t2) "different" means another

member of a similar class (denial-of-identity exp).anation); (3) !;diffaren0

means different with some basis of similarity; and (4) "different" means

diffErent with reference to both similarity and identity relations (p. 987).

Webb et al. (1976) carried out another study to.see if they could find evi-

dence to supporetheir model.. Twenty-four 3-year-olds were tested three times
4,

at approximately two month'inxervals using similar procedures. They claim that

9

the children's choices and their reasons for, their choices-support their foul- C

stage mode. In session 2 they incorporated.in the tasks Clark's .(1970) sugges-

tion of returning the standard to the array. Only two children chose the standad
/

itself when it wa returned to the array; whereas five children chose the.maximally
et

similar object but n t the standa'rd itself. This indicates some support for the- -1-
.

denial-of-identity meaning. 4
)

Wales et al. (1976) believe that. yTning childred can different ate betweeri,

the terms same and different. They state' that this was noVIshown in previous *:

, .

studies because of the type of tasks employed it:17tecause the children's.

responses were analyzed in adult terms rather than their own. Tasks.aimiler

ft, those used by Donaldson and Wales (1970) were administered to 3- end 4-yea -

2
olds to test their comprehension of same, not same, and different. Ond change

27
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made in the procedure was that children were asked to continue selecting objects

that were the same or different until they no longer responded or the set was

exhausted. When color and shape overlapped, childrh were muchmore successful

with selecting the, objects that were not the same than in selecting objects that

wetA different. The children had no trouble in making correct responses to

game.
,

ln all studies conducted by Wales et al. (1976) the results were similar

to those of Donaldson and Wales (1970). But when each child's sequences of

responses for'same and different or for same. and not same were compared only

one child used, the identical sequence for both. Wales et al. (1976) claim that

this indicates that the children were responding differently to same and

different or not same.

One consistent result of the previous studies was that the children had

few problems understanding the term same. In ocher studies where different

types of tasks were employed, children the same age or older were not as suc-

cessful in responding to same. Beilin (1965) reports that only 47.62 of the

kindergarten children tested could respond correctly to the question "Do you

have more, less, or the same chips as I?" when shown two sets of six chips.

Griffiths et al. (1967) found that more and less were comprehended and

used significantly more often by 4- year -olds than vai same for length and

weight comparisons. They were also more often torrent in their use of the term

same for length than for weight. There were no differences in children's

4

,frequency of production and comprehension of more/less and same for number

tasks. Same was consistently used correctly across the three content areas of

number, length, and weight by 402 of the children. Griffiths et al. (1967)

28
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point out that the order of difficulty for comprehending and using sae'-across

the three content areas studied, length, number, and weight parallels the usual

order of attainment of conservation concepts.

Rarasym et al. (1971) report the results of first-, second-, and third-

graders' judgments of same and different on a semantic differential by using

Scale D scores. D scores reflect the comparison of individual children's

rating of the two terms. D scores can range in value from 1, indicating identical

choices for both terms, to 16, indicating opposite polar choices. Profiles of

mean scores were presented to show the results of using the semantic differen-

tial for the terms more /less. A similar presentation for same/different would

have been more informative. Children categorized as logical conservers had

small D scores for same/different (1.5) and large D scores.for more/less (7.3)

on the concrete scales described elsewhere in this paper. Children.classified

as nonconservers had similar D scores for both pairs of words. It is question-

able if this procedure of using a semantic differential with these particular

scales is appropriate for investigating the meaning of same and different. I

would find it very difficult to rate different on such scales. Consider the

scale long/short. On a five point scale, I would select 3 as being my response

for jam but I have no idea what to select for different. I would like to choose

1 and 5, but I'm limited to one choice. What are children expected to do? Is

it expected that children would mark these as opposites, selecting to associate

same with knis. or short and different with the end of the scale not chosen for

same? But as was previously pointed out in the discussion of opposites same/

\different are complementaries rather than antonyms. Whereas more/less, low./

short, and the adjectives representing the other five scales are all antonyms.
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Because of the manner in which the data is presented and the relationship of the

rating scales to the terms same/different, it is difficult to interpret this

study. It does not seem to add much to our knowledge of children's meanings

of same/different.

In conclusion, young children seem to have a better understanding of the

term same than of d4 term different when coaparing like and unlike objects.

But there are problems with the designs of the studies that produced these

results. The selectionof an object in a same or different comprehension task

might not give us much information concerning a child's meaning of these terms

because of the many various ways in which these terms may be used. The researcher

might have one interpretation in mind while a child interprets it another way.

The lack of adequate context and the child's inability to verbalize the basis

for his choice might lead to false conclusions about the child's meaning of the

term being tested. Ai important consideration in designing further studies to

probe children's meaning of same/different would be to create a more adequate

context where the criteria for correct choices were made more explicit.

There are contradictory results as to 4- and 5-year-olds' success in

correctly identifying sets with the same numbers. Benin (1965).states that

less than half of the children tested were successful, whereas Griffiths et al.

(1967) report a 72% success rate with younger children. They also claim that

more/less and same are of equal difficulty in number tasks, but Palermo (1973)

claims same is known by fewer children than is more but is easier than less.

These conflictingiresults need to be resolved with additional research in this

area.

30
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Some of the research on the terms same, and different is beset with serious

design and interpretation problems. Because of the range of meanings inherent

in these terms, it is important in future research that a fuller sampling of this

range on diverse tasks be carried out. Many different types of production and
4

comprehension tasks need to be designed that provide a clear context for inter.

preting the results. Of course, the most relevant type of data to collect would

be'children's spontaneous use of the terms over.a long period of time.

Dimensional Adjectives

Meanings of the Dimensional Adjectives

The dimensional adjectives, also called spatial adjectives, to be discussed

in this paper are: Ns/little (or small), long/short, tall/short, high/low,

wide/narrow, deep/shallow, and thick/thin. The dimensional adjectives comprise

a semantic field. Terms that are members of the same semantic field share some

of the same semantic features, i.e., terms in a semantic field are related to

each other in meaning. The semantic feature [Spatial Extent] is shared by all

terms in this semantic field. Other semantic features shared by subseti of

this field are 1+ Polar). The dimensional adjectives come in antonym pairs that

differ in polarity. The first term listed in each pair has the semantic feature

[4- Polar) and the second term lis.ted in each pair has the semantic feature

[ Polar). %

Each pair of dimensional terms is associated with one of the following

dimensional scales: size, length, tallness, height, width, depth, au' thickness.

Except for the pair tielittle, the first member of each pair is used as the

basis for each scale name. Each scale is measured from some primary reference
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or zero point. The first element in each pair labels the positive direction

away from the primary. reference point and can also be used in a neutral sense

in discussing the dimension. For example, in "Row long is that board?", 1.c.Ts

is used in a neutral sense indicating the scale of length. When usedin a'

contrastive sense, the poSitive term indicates that the object being discussed

is greater in extent than.a standard for that particular class of objects.

This standard that is particular for each class determines a secondary point of

reference on each scale. In the sentence "That is a long board.", long indicates

that the length of the board is greater in extent than some standard board, 4.e.,

the board extends beyond the secondary standard point. The negative tern is

used only when measuring from the standard point back to the zero point; hence

the negative term cannot neutralize to extend to the whole scale. In "That is

a short board.", short indicates that the length of the board is less than the

standard board. The use of the positive term in measure phrases further demon-

strates the neutral use of the positive term, two hours long", can be used

but not "two hours short". Because the positive term can air-times be neutral-

ized to denote the whole scale, it is considered to be 'unmarked" and the nega-

tive term is considered to be "marked" ('cf. Greenberg, 1966; Biersvich, 1967;

R. Clark, 1970, 1973).

The terms lig and Attie (small) differ from the other antonym pairs in

that th#), are more general in weaning, i.e fewer restrictions are placed on

their use: they cap be used to refer to one-, two-, and three-dimensional

objects. Hence they can be used in many circumstances that overlap the usage

of the other adjectives in the semantic field. In some sense big/little are

superordinate to the other adjectives in this field. "The dimension of con-

parison underlying and little is spatial extent alone; all ,other spatial
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relatives require further features for their specification, such as (vertical)"

(Carey, 1978, p. 277). Therefore, all of the other terms are more specialized

in meaning; and have mire semantic features and restrictions for their use, they

are semantically more complex. Bierswich (1967) has identified other semantic

features that further differentiate between terms in the field of dimensional

adjectives. Even though all dimensioital adjectives share_the semantic feature

(Spatial Extent], la/little apply to in-Space] whereas the other adjectives in

this field refer to only one particular dimension (1-Space). This one dimension

can be further specified in terms. of (4- Vertical]. Also when des-cribing two-

and three-dimensional objects some dimensions are not usad to name the most

extended dimension of the object; these have the added semantic feature of

(+Secondary]. fIn terms of this analysis some examples are: 20 /short have

the semantic features fl-Space], I- Vertical] and wide/narrow have the semantic
/

features (1-Spacel, (- Vertical], and 14- Secondary) (E. Clark, 1972).

All the dimensional adjectives can be used in a relative sense. The

unmarked dimpnsional adjectives can also be used in a nominal sense (neutral

sense). All of these adjectives have a comp Ftive form and a superlative form,

marked by the morphemes -er and -est, respecti ely.
,

Some of the research to be reported in the next section investigates

children's comprehension and production of some or all of the dimensional adjec-

tives discussed. Other studies also focus on the comparative and superlative

forts of these adjectives.
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Research on Children's Meanings of Dimensional Adjectives

Many investigators have chosen to study children's acquisition of dimen-

sional adjectives because they form a.senantic field--"in the linguistic system

of adults these adjectives form a closely-related And highly structured set"

(Wales and Campbell, 1970, p. 374). They are interested in answering questions

such as: "Which terms are acquired first?" and "What are the linguistic charac-

teristics of the terms, e.g., semantic complexity and polarity, that cause some

terms tp be acquired before others?"

Early studies on children's acquisition of dimensional adjectives were

undertaken to discover the relationship of children's language and their cogni-

tive level as determined by Piagetian tasks. Sinclair-de-Zwart (1969) reports

that there was no difference in comprehension of the comparative form of dimen-

sional adjectives by conservers and nonconservers. But there was a difference

between the two groups on production tasks. On one production task children

were shown two pencils, a short, thick one, and a long, thin one, and asked to

tell thethe difference between the two pencils. All of the conservers used

specific terms to describe the two varying dimensions; 80% also used two sen-

tences, coordinating the two dimensions, e.g., this pencil is long(er) but

,thin(ner), the other is short but thick. Seventy-five percent of the noncon-

servers usedone undifferentiated term for the two dimensions; and 90% used only

one term, or used four separate sentences, to describe the differences, e.g.,'

this pencil is long, the other is short, this pencil is thin, the other is fat.

In a second experiment reported by Sincla r-de-Zwart (1969), nonconservers

were taught the terms and the coordinated description of a difference in two
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dimensions used by conservers. She states that it was easy to teach the terms

but difficult to teach the coordinated structure. Only 10% of the children

acquired conservation following the language training; but while doing the con-

servation task more than half of the continuing nonconservers used their newly

acquired terms in describing the salient dimensions, e.g., higher level,

narrower glass (cf. Sinclair-de-Zwart,1967, for a complete description of the

studies).

In a similar study of the relationship of language production and conser-

vation by Farnham -Diggory and Berman (1968), conservers spontaneously verbal-

ized both dimensions more frequently than did nonconservers. A problem in

interpreting the results of both of these studies is that age was not controlled

fen. In both studies the conserver group was older than the nonconservers.

The relationship of the ability to conserve and language development would be

clearer if the two groups had been the same age. It is generally accepted that

older children have a larger vocabuliry and use more advanced syntactic struc-

tures than do younger children, so this is an important limitation to both

studies.

Ehri (1976) studied both adjective development of 4- to 8-year-olds and the

relationship of their linguistic abilities and their success on Piasetian

se:iation tasks. Several measures of children's comprehension and production

of some dimensional and other adjectives were obtained, as welt as a caesura

of their ability to seriate. The results that pertain to the relationship of

'language and seriation will be presented at this time as it relates to this

question of age and cognitive level. The resalts that pertain solely to
0
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adjective development will be presented later in the paper as a number of

studies that preceded it need to be discussed in order to better integrate

Ehri's results with that body of literature on children's acquisition of

dimensional adjectives.

Ehri (1976) identified three groups of .children based on their performance'

on the seriation tasks: younger non - seriators (n = 9, age 4-5),*younger seri-

ators (n = 5, age 4-5), and .older seriators (n - 21; age 6-8). Significant.

'differences on various comprehension and production tasks were found between

younger non-seriators and younger seriators, and between younger seriators and

older seriators. It is important to view both sets of differences in order to

sort out which differences are a result of age and which are a result of

advanced cognitive level.

Significant differences between younger non-seriators and younger.serf.ators

are:

1. Seriators produced more specific adjectives when shown 15 pairs of

objects that were identical except for the target dimension. Adjectives tested

were: large, fat/skinnv, long /short, tall/short, more/less, many/fe, heavy/

,light, and hard/soft.

2. Seriators comprehended more coordinated forms, e.g., "Are there any

buildings that are fat and short ?"

3. Seriators comprehended more comparative-equative forms; e.g., "bigger

than", "not bigger than", "as big as", and "not as big as". Only the terms IA&

and little were tested.
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Differences on measures of production similar to those used by Sihclair-

de-Zwart (1967, 1969) and Farnham-Diggory and Sermon (1968) were not signi-

ficant. Perhaps this is a result of the fact that the children in Ehri's

study are younger than the children in the other two studies; and Ehri's two

groups are approximately the same age.

The significant differences between the younger seriators and the older

seriators are:

1. The older seriators were superior in %ocabulary produCtion on an

Opposite Elicitation Task. Children were presented with 32 antonyms and asked

to give their opposites.

2. The older seriators produced more specific adjectives on the Object

Description Task.

3. The older seriators comprehended more coordinated forms.

4. In describing seriated objects, the older seriators produced more

comparative forms and fewer polar terms.

These results lend support to the conclusimOat increase in adjective pro-

duction is probably related as much to age as to cognitive level.

Beginning in 1970 many studies focusing on children's meanings of dimen-

sional adjectives were undertaken that did not also include Piagetian tasks.

Vales and Cappbell (1970) tested children's comprehension of the comparative

and superlative forms of the adjectives 11A/wee,.(vee is used in Scotland

.., instead of little.) .long/short, thick/thin, hah/lov, tall/short, and fat/thin,

and tried to'elicit production by asking the children questions about a set of

pictures that were placed in the context of a story. Two experimental groups
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/1
were given training over mo school terms, one experimental group (E1)was

encouraged to justify their responses while the other group (E2) was not. The

two experimental groups and a control group were then retested using the same

tests. One problem with the report is that the training is not adequately

described. All that' is included in the article is: "The training was based

on perceptual matching tasks for the first term and on perceptual transformation

tasks for the second term" (p. 377). It would be difficult to replicate the

study based on, this information. Donaldson and Wales (1970) report some of the

,results of the pre-test. Children responded correctly significantly more often

to the positive adjectives than to the negative ones. This occurred more Often

fot superlatives than for comparatives. When children were asked to choose a

setond object in response to a comparative they were seldom able to do this

even though another choice was always possible. In order to discover if

children were using comparative and superlative forms as synonymous, single

correct first responses to comparatives were analyzed. Only 432 were choices

of the extreme item, so children were differentiating between comparatives and

superlatives. There were no significant group differences oz1 the pre- and

post-tests on comprehension of superlatives; but some slight improvement was

shown on the po *t -test by all three groups. There were slightly more 'correct
1.11,

responses to the first comparative instruction on the post-test than on the

pre-test. The important change was that there wqs an increase, from 54 to 151

correct responses to the second cooperative instruction from the pre-test to

the post-test. An increase occurred in all groups but was greater for the El

i

group, although not significantly so. Wales and Campbell (1970) iugge t an

OP
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4mi:1...mat:on of children's tendency not to select the extreme choice in response

to a comparative. They hypothesize that :hen children.first differentiate

ber«een the comparative and superlative forms they are unavare of the overlap

in their usage.

One result of the production test was that more adjectives were used on

the post-test than on the pre-test by all three groups; with ka and we'being

the molt frequentl cased on both tests. There was an increye in the use of

specific dimensional adjectives by all three groups but only a few of these

iwere negative adjectives. The importance of this study is the description of

children's comprehension and production of dimensional adjectives rather than

the effect of the trainits on the two experimental groups.

E. Clark (1972) testad.4- and 5-year-olds' ability to produce its opposite

when givvara dimensional adjective. There was a significant difference fox
ii A~

three age groups favoring the older children. Half or more of the older chil-

dren knew all of the terms; very few of the youngest children could respond to

the more complex termsespecially difficult were thick/thin, wide/narrow, and

deen/shallow. There was a very high linear correlation between the positive and

the negative terms in each antonym pair. E. Clark concludes that this, together

with the lack of significant difference between the tvo terms in a pair, shows

that the pairs are learned together. AnOther very important finding was that

.1

.the most common sut.stitution made was a semantically simpler taim for a'more .

complex one but not vice- versa. 191g :was substituted for tall. Ism 1101,
.

,thick, deep and wide; and small or luta was substituted for low, narrow, thi'n,

I

. -,

and younz. The order of acquisition based on correct responses is: (a),141/

19-*
A.
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small; (b) tall/short, long /short; (c) (d) thick/thin; and (6e) wide/

narrow, d. This ordering corresponds directly to the relative

semantic complexity of the terms.

Klatzky, Clark and Hackett (1973) designed a training study using three

letter nonsense words (CVC's) to replace the adjective pairs: blesr.all,

hIShilsw, long /short, and thick/thin. Their purpose warty test whether the

positive, adjectives in antonym pairs were learned first by children because of

a conceptual basis or because they are more freqUently used by adults. The

major result was that children were more successful in responding correctly to

the positive CVC's than to the negative ones. Since the children were given

the same opportunity to learn both terms of a paAr, the conclusion was that the

pattern of acquisition was due to a conceptual/basis. (See Xlatzky et al., 1.973,

for their description of the differences in complexity in positive and negative

comparison situations that underly this asymmetrical usage.)

Filers, 011er, and Ellington (1974) investigated the comprehension of tie

little, long /short, and wide/narrow by children younger than were previously

studied--2- and 3-year-olds. The order of predicted difficulty was supported

by the data and was the same as that reported by E. Clark (1972). The. other

major result was directly contrary to all previous results obtained in investi-

gating dimensional pairs. Significantly more errors were made on positive

. terms (ka, long, and wide), than were made on negative terms Oittle, short,

and narrow) .

.

/a order to discover if the children's responses were due to their natural

preference for the smaller item, Eilexs et al. (1974) conducted a second study.

4')
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The results ox the test for size preference were significant with children

mare often choosing the objects that corresponded to the negative adjective,

i.e., the smaller objects. Therefore, many of the children's choices on the

first study might be attributed to nonsemantic preference. When size prefer-
.

enee was controlled for, there as no significant difference in performance

between positive and negative terms in each antonym pair.

Brewer and Stone (1975) tested children's comprehension of the 12 specific

'dimensional adjectives by using a task containing objects representing two

- independent dimensions. This design was chosen to make possible a discrimina-

tion between children's knowledge of the dimensions being tested and his knowf=

edge of polarity. The most common error made was to choose the exemplar for

"the different dimension, same pole, rather than for "the same dimension, oppo-

sitepode; this difference was significant. In studies where all choices vary
0 i.

1

,

only on the dimension being tested this discovery could not be made. Based on

this result, Brewer and Stone (1975)-conclude that polarity features are learned

prior to, the features that underly the dimension. E. Clark's (1972) results

also support this conclusion. Another result reported by Brewer and Stone

/
(1975) was that the positive adjectives had significantly Vora correct

responses than did the negative adjectives. Therefore, t i( e positive polar
4

feature is learned prior to the negative polar feature. When adjective pairs

are ordered basqd on number of correct responses, the Order is the same as

that reported bY E. CLark (1972) and Filers et al. 01674).

When Bartlett (1976) investigated 3- to 5-year-:Calds' comprehension of the

terms Ili/little, long /short, tall/short, and wide/narrow, mile also found that

theywereAcquiredinthissameorder.Tharewas.no siznificant difference in
a

41
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children's comprehension of the posi, jbe,,asid negative terms when single dimen-

.

sion stimuli were used; but positive ter were significantly easier when

double dimension stimuli were At. With both sets of stimuli there was a ,

significant age difference favoring older children. Bartlett (1976) next

tested children aged 2-3 years on their comprehension of ha/little in order

to acquire some insight into children's initial acquisition of polar features.

There was no significant difference in the number of correct responses to the

two terms. Rut when examining the data it was found that all of the children

who attained perfect scores on EA.g did the same.on little. Four children who

attained a perfect score on little did not attain a perfect score on tAa. This

trend in the data is reminiscent of Eilers et al.'s (1974) results with children

of the same age.

One continuing question in the study of language acquisition is the rela-

tionship between comprehension and production of terms. Ehri (1976) reports

that 4- ter 8-year-olds do not generally use coordinated forms of two adjectives

until they can comprehend such structures, e.g., He has more marbles but they

are smaller. The reverse is true for comparative forms of adjectives. Children

produced comparatives even though on the comprehension tasks they did not under-

stand their meaning. Another observation made by Ehri (1976) concerning

coordinated forms of two adjectives was that children up to 8 years old might

mention the two dimensions by which two objects differ; but it wasn't until

children were 8 years old that they integrated both variations into one

linguistic form.

49
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. .

Ehri (1976) claims that some of the children were using the term bigger

as if it meant kik This was further demonstrated when children were asked to

state the differences in sets of five seriation objects. Some children

correctly used pointing idea correct comparative statements. Some children

responded by combining adjectives in their standard or comparative forms with

modifiers, e.g., a middle object was called kind of bigger, and between bigger;

a different child called the biggest object bigger and then the next one in

size a little bigger.

The results of the research reviewed'on children's knowledge of dimensional

adjectives are fairly consistent. Children appear to know that these words are

insome way related. They are consistent in the order in which they acquire

meaning for the seven antonym pairs. When they' become aware of a ne pair in

this semantic field they seem to associate the positive term with and the

negative term with little or small. Hence, polarity seems to be acquired before
.

the various dimensions are sorted out. The task of associating the correct

antonym pair with the correct dimension seems to take many years. In any given

antonym pair, the positive term is usually better known than the negative term.

This is also true for cotparative and superlative forms of these adjectives.

Some children have a size preference that infloences their choices in

comprehension tasks. It has generally been thought that this preference is

always for the larger object, but Eilers et al. (1974) report that 2- to 3-

year -olds prefer the smaller objects. Identifying nonlinguistic preferences

of children is very important in interpreting the results of language compre-

i

hension research.

43
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Discussion

Only one small aspect of children's language development has been examined

in this paper-children's meanings for a very few but important terms. Admit-

tedly, there are many limitations ethe research reported. This is due to

the difficulties of trying to infer word meaning from children's responses to

directions and questions, as well as to the problems of trying to get children

to produce specific terms in contrived situations. Yet from this research;

several general and specific trends are worth noting.

Children's first meanings for the terms reviewed were shown to be different

from those of adults. They are different in several ways. One possibility is

that they are incomplete; another is that children sometimes incorporate addi-

tional features as part of their meaning that are not part of adult meanings.

One example of this is children's use of fullness as a feature of more reported

by Donaldson and McOarrigle (1974).

Because these terms apply to many different contexts from simple to

complex, there are tines when children, who have an incomplete meaning for a

term, appear to comprehend the term and to use it correctly. So if knowledge

of these terms is important in understandinghe questions being asked in

Piagetian tasks or in investigations of mathematical concept development, then

it is not enough to test children's knowledge of these terms on just any compre-

hension task. One must ascertain children's meani gs of th4 terms in situations

requiring the same linguistic complexity as the co nitive task. This applies

to diagnosis of children's knowledge of mathematics concepts as well as to

research. In some respects it is not as crucial in a good teaching situation.

For during instruction, the childrenthose avid language learners--are able

.4
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to use the whole context from which to abstract the meaning of the crucial

terms being used. Especially if the learning situation is a rich context with

lots of, talking and gesturing by teacher and students, and many manipulative

materials to help clarify the points being made.

This lack of full meaning for words exists for many other terms begiies

those discussed in this paper. As this research shows, with age and experience,

children do learn the full meaning of words for which they previously had

partial meaning. An important point is that children are constantly being

exposed to new words. So at any given time there exist words in their'lexidons

for which they have only partial meanings. This is true for adults as well as

children.

As researchers, diagnosticians, and teachers, we need to become more

sensitive to this phenomenon of developing and expanding word meaning. The

best clue to children's meaning of terms comes from their spontaneous use of

them. So we need to listen more to children in natural language contexts.

This can even occur in a mathematics classroom.

The terms more/less and same/different are crucial in discussing many

mathematical relations. These four terms and the dimensional adjectives are

also necessary in discussing classification and seriation activities and begin-

ning measurement concepts. Therefore, teachers of young children should be

aware of the many diverse situations in which these terms may be used. Then

they can plan activities that not only focus on correct answers, but that also

require children to describe and justify their responses.

Holland and Palermo (1975) were surprised at how fast children learned to

differentiate between less and more, when they were taught together. Perhaps

45
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a similar strategy would help children to learn the negative dimensional adjec-

tives. This procedure of using both terms in an antonym pair, in describing

the same situation so that their differences are emphasized, seems worth

esploring.

During this century mathematics educators have become aware of the impor-

tance of children's cognitive structures in their learning of mathematics.

Mathematics curricula have been designed based on learning theory and child

a
development. With the current surge of research in the area of child language

acquisition, it is time to begin to investigate how children's linguistic

competence affects their learning of mathematics. This review of children's

meanings of some terms that are part of the "language of mathematics" will

hopefully help mathematics educators become more aware of one aspect of

children's linguistic development.
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1
The matching of Positive vial the unmarked unit-and negative with the

marked unit varies from other uses of these terms. "It is frequently the case

that of two units in cimtrast...one will be positive, or lo#1A(1,-the other

,
being neutral, or unmarked" (Lyons, 1968, p. 79). For example, in the case of

1C.

the'singular and plural forms of some nouns, the plural form is positively

marked with a final s, and the singular form is neutral and-unmarked.

Also see Greenberg (1966) for a discussion of the marked and =marked

'categories as they relate to phonology, syntax, and semantics.

2
Campbell et al. (1976) tested children from three different language

4,6

and cultural grlups: English speaking children from Edinburgh, Scotland;

Tamil speaking children from Chidambara,:Tamilnadu, India; and Lun Sayang

speaking children from Long Sebangang Sarawak, Borneo. Only the results of

-

the English speaking group will be discussed in this paper.
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